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Event Invitation
We’re back on the road again!
Join us at a venue near you for the Leica Geosystems
DirectTour 2014.
An excellent opportunity to meet and engage with
university students and potential future employees,
discover the latest in Imaging and 3D data collection
for all applications, discuss new technologies, and
network with peers and key industry figures.
The Leica DirectTour will present new customer training
programs to EDUCATE and develop business, EXCHANGE
information to explore new application opportunities
and ENGAGE in group and one-to-one demonstrations.

Learn how to shape your future.
For more information contact Jennifer.
roberts@leica-geosystems.com and to
register, please go to the website below:
http://facts.leica-geosystems.com/
DirectTour2014
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from the editor
welcome
to the October 2014 issue of

GIS Professional. . .

Decisions, decisions!
Scotland says No! Better Together! But not back to square one. The genie is out of the bottle and the
hangover in Westminster will be with us for some time. If the politicians are true to their words – even
partly – there may be a price to pay in Belfast, Cardiff, London or other large cities in England. In my
lifetime we have had more administrative boundary changes than the rest of the EU put together; let’s
hope we don’t have too many more.
We commend MapAction on their brave decision to deploy two volunteers and their chief executive,
Liz Hughes, to Liberia to help in containing the ebola outbreak. As usual in any emergency, knowledge
of the geography of events is vital to any planned and coordinated response. Their decision to help
will enable teams on the ground to make better decisions that could mean life or death for thousands.
A recent blogpost on Linked-In from Nathan Heazlewood in New Zealand, sometime GI expert at
Defence Estates here in UK, summarises what many of us feel but perhaps haven’t articulated very
well: “Be proud geospatial people: you are making a difference to the world!” He discusses both the
obvious examples like MapAction above and the much less visible roles played by so many in different
organisations in government or industry and in applications from ‘green’ environmental causes to
natural resource exploitation or defence.
Which brings me to a decision which is not being made often enough: to become one of us ‘geospatial
people’ with encouragement from industry, government and the educational establishments. Why
not? Because, as Karl Donert from the EUROGEO put it at the Geobusiness conference last May
“There is no geospatial job category in Britain – we do not know how many people work in geospatial
occupations or how many will be needed – without this identity or relevant statistics how can we build
capacity, plan university courses or encourage potential students”. Stephen Booth, in his editorial for
our sister magazine Geomatics World, has made a heartfelt plea for better recognition for our
disciplines and contrasts us with the Dutch – go look at http://geo-pickmeup.com/why-we-needgeographers-the-go-geo-campaign/

Be proud
geospatial
people: you are
making a
difference to
the world!

Some decisions are very difficult – and I am not talking about the recent vote to let women golfers join
the Royal & Ancient! Decisions on how to organise, manage and fund some of our cherished institutions,
such as Ordnance Survey and the Land Registry require political judgements in the context of very
powerful vested interests – some of them internal to the institutions themselves (turkeys don’t vote for
Christmas) and others from powerful lobbies for or against the status quo. In a report Professor Bob Barr
(see p 16) writes that ‘our National Mapping Agency is obliged to defend its business model by making
spurious assertions about “coincidence” or “substitution” – in the context of OS MasterMap and the
Land Registry Index Map. We can’t help noticing that the ‘dividends’ paid to government from the Land
Registry surplus last year would more than cover the costs of operating Ordnance Survey. Why then, for
goodness sake, are we arguing about the percentage coincidence of their respective map databases?

GiSProfessional

“

One decision you can make right now is to look at the rest of this magazine and dip into several
interesting case studies – legal deposit libraries, fire brigades, cross country pipelines, local authority
services – and three articles which might just convince you to help set and/or use ‘standards’. Then
you might want to use a DIY ‘drone’ or think carefully about coincidences – in geometric space or
time! Finally we have an interesting personal reflection from John Wilkinson who has just retired after
leading Land and Property Services in Northern Ireland for several years.

“

Robin Waters, Editor

joining the geography jigsaw
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NM Group installs Leica RCD30 cameras

can
see
the
map
at:
http://techsupportuk.maps.arcgis
.com/apps/MapJournal/?appid=d
eb9d5151d954de5b3933294c911
b67f

Double ISO success

GiSProfessional

NM Group from Chobham has installed three of Leica’s
RCD30 aerial cameras as a multi-angle camera system to
capture infrastructure assets with the highest quality.
These have been added to an existing airborne sensor suite
to execute high-quality helicopter based corridor mapping.
A simultaneous full colour and near infrared (NIR) nadir
camera is flanked by forward- and rearward-looking
oblique camera heads, providing maximum detail on
vertically oriented objects, such as insulators on
transmission towers, as well as providing detail on other
ground based assets. Nick Ferguson at NM Group, said,
“These cameras have been integrated successfully with our
new LiDAR sensor, to deliver our NM-ARROW program to
electrical utilities.” www.nmgroup.com
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GGP’s links to Google and
Bing

on their work in progress.
www.ggpsystems.co.uk

GGP Systems has linked its GIS
to web mapping portals
Google Maps and Bing Maps
with a simple click to view tool.
This improves intero-perability
between the professional GIS
and popular internet mapping
services
by
automatically
linking the current working
window of the GIS to the same
location on the selected
mapping service. The link was
suggested by Mark Tipper in
the chief executive’s unit of
Wyre Forest District Council
and now gives other GGP users
easy access to an array of
additional visual information

Esri has created an interactive
Ebola Outbreaks story map for
the media as part of ongoing
health and news coverage.
Viewers can explore the first
known contact with the
disease in 1976 in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
and every outbreak since then,
including the ongoing crises in
Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone,
and Nigeria. Viewers can get
basic statistics about each
outbreak and browse reports
from different agencies, all
directly within the map. You

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

Esri tracks Ebola outbreaks

Emapsite has gained formal
international certification for
both quality control (ISO
9001:2008) and information
security (ISO 27001:2013). The
standards
recognise
a
systematic
approach
to
ensuring customers have a
reliable, secure platform for
accessing and integrating web
map
services.
The
ISO
successes come just two
months
after
emapsite
reinforced its cloud hosting
credentials with a place on GCloud 5, the latest version of
the
UK
government’s
CloudStore online catalogue.
www.emapsite.com

NY success for Cambridge
GI supplier
Ubisense,
the
Cambridge
based location intelligence
solution provider, is supplying
its ‘myWorld and Damage
Assessment
products
to
Central Hudson, the New York
State regulated electric and
gas utility. These products will
dramatically improve response
time following major storms
such as Hurricane Sandy and
address resiliency measures
outlined by a state commission.
http://ubisensemyworld.com/my
world-applications/.

Finding the right address
yields £££!
The
Department
of
Communities
and
Local
Government recently found
that local councils failed to
collect £2.5 billion of Council
Tax
last
year.
Although
collection rates are around
97% they only represent
properties that councils know
about.

To recover more of this
missing tax GeoPlace coordinates
a
national
programme to help councils
bring
together
address
datasets from across their
organisations
into
one
corporate address database
which can be used as a single
view of properties in each
council.
By following this strategy
many
authorities
have
increased their tax take. In
Salford, for example, Council
Tax queries have been reduced
by 43% over a five-month
period. In Leeds, the team have
located 58 assessments in total
(44 council tax properties and
14 business rate eligible
properties) with a total annual
revenue
of
£92,826.27
including several that were
back dated for five years or
more. The highest single
assessment was for a missing
office building which pays an
annual figure of £11,076.00. In
Wales, similar work has
recovered £100,000 in Newport
and Cardiff alone, with a
further £160,000 from the nine
additional participating local
authorities.
The address data held by
these councils is provided
under contract to GeoPlace
and placed into the National
Address Gazetteer. Ordnance
Survey uses this data to create
their AddressBase range of
products to make them
available to the public sector
as one definitive list of
addresses
to
join
up
information
for
service
improvement, efficiency and
delivery.

Airbus given offender
tracking contract
Advanced
mapping
and
monitoring
capabilities
developed by Airbus Defence
and Space will be used to track
high-risk and repeat offenders
in England and Wales. The

joining the geography jigsaw
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There is more news of companies and organisations on our website at www.pvpubs.com
To get your company featured on these pages call Sharon Robson on +44 (0)1438 352617

Fund for local authority
satellite data initiatives
launched
Local authorities have been
invited to bid for funding of up
to £400,000 to invest in
projects that use satellite data
to become more effective in
their daily business and to
enhance customer experience.
The
Space
For
Smarter
Government programme is
intended for projects that help
the public sector take the first
or next steps towards making
satellite data products and
services 'part of routine
operational use'. The programme
is particularly interested in
natural
hazard
risk
management, transport or
Smart Cities.

BRIEFS
Ordnance
Survey
is
continuing its partnership
with IC Tomorrow in the
Connected Cities Innovation
Contest, which could be
worth up to £35k to small
and
medium
sized
businesses.
OceanWise, the independent UK
marine data management and
GIS company has appointed
Geofisica y Posicionamiento
Satelital as its distributor for
oceanographic software and
services in Venezuela.

joining the geography jigsaw

www.oceanwise.eu
FIT ESIC based in Nantes, is
helping
France’s
SNCF
improve safety and inform
track upgrade works with a
mobile
laser
scanning
system from 3D Laser
Mapping. The rail-mounted
StreetMapper was used to
survey several hundreds of
kilometres of track on
behalf of SNCF. www.fitesic.fr
Land & Property Services (LPS),
Northern Ireland, has selected
Envitia’s MapRite software to
automatically align Department
of Agriculture and Rural
Development field boundary
and ineligible area polygons to
positionally improved OSNI
large scale vector mapping.
These maps are needed for
accurate declarations for EU
area based aid schemes.
Envitia can now provide the
UK public sector with cloudbased GIS and services
through
the
G-Cloud
framework.
1Spatial havs won a contract to
provide the RAF Aeronautical
Information Documents Unit
(AIDU) with an upgrade to its
Digital Aeronautical Flight
Information File. AIDU provides
critically important maps, charts
and aeronautical data to
defence aircrew, air traffic
controllers and aerospace battle
managers of UK and allied
military forces.
Bluesky is working with the
University of Leicester to
investigate the use of
airborne mapping systems to
identify tree diseases.
Students and staff from the
University of South Wales have
mapped the Dan-yr-Ogof caves
using a ZEB1 hand-held laser
scanner
from
3D Laser

Aerial imagery and 3D help model
flood risk

Aerial photographs and detailed 3D elevation models
purchased from Bluesky’s Map Shop are helping JBA
Consulting model potential flood risks. The aerial
photomaps, LiDAR and height datasets are being used for
testing JFlow – JBA’s hydraulic modelling software, JFlow is
a two-dimensional hydraulic model which predicts the
movement of shallow water over the ground. It was
developed to meet the needs of clients requiring estimates
of flood depth, velocity and extent for a variety of sources
of flooding, including fluvial, rainfall and defence/dam
breach. Maps from JFlow modelling are being used to
assess flood risk by government and insurance clients
worldwide.

Mapping. From the point clouds
collected a highly detailed 3D
model has been created
showing the cave system’s most
intricate details.
www.3dlasermapping.com
1Spatial plc from Cambridge
has joined The Smart Water
Networks
Forum
which
promotes
data-driven
technologies
for
water
networks. The company has
developed tools specifically
for water companies to map
complex networks of linear
and point assets, to monitor
and maintain those assets

and to understand and trust
exactly what is happening
where, at any time.
www.1spatial.com/
industries/utilities
Ordnance Survey and Land
Registry have launched the
latest GeoVation Challenge
‘How can we enable people in
Britain to live in better places?’
There is £100k funding for the
best ventures that address the
problems of long-term housing
issues which OS has identified
using their established Problem
Pow Wow methodology, in
four key themes – affordability,

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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company has been contracted
to provide a service for the
Ministry of Justice’s new
programme, which aims to
reduce re-offending rates and
better protect the public by
monitoring offenders released
under licence. The three-year
contract will provide critical
location
intelligence
for
sophisticated monitoring while
driving out service costs.
Capita will operate the
monitoring centres and Steatite
will provide the ankle tag
devices.
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availability, access, assets (best
use of). www.geovation.org.uk/

PEOPLE
Bluesky expands
Bluesky
International
has
expanded
its
commercial
operation with new appointments at its Leicestershire
headquarters. Sarah Wright has
been appointed as project
manager and Joshua Aves as
GIS analyst. In addition Alys
Hudson joins as sales executive
while David Beniston takes on
the role of office administrator.
Sarah Wright holds an MSc
in GIS from the University of
Leicester and has joined from
Network Mapping. She will
build on her experience in the
production
of
geographic
datasets and the co-ordination
of workflows and end user
specifications. Joshua Aves

joined as an intern before being
appointed as an Analyst. He
holds a degree in Applied
Geology from the University of
Plymouth.
Alys Hudson has completed
her degree in Geography at the
University of Leicester where
she specialised in remote
sensing and GIS and completed
her third year of study as an
Erasmus Student at the
University of Utrecht in the
Netherlands. David Beniston
joined Bluesky following their
sponsorship of local MP Andrew
Bridgen’s job fair.

New director for OGC
The
Open
Geospatial
Consortium has appointed Dr.
Terry Idol as executive director
of its interoperability programme.
He will report to George
Percivall, OGC’s chief engineer,
and will plan and manage the

OGC programme of initiatives
which includes testbeds, pilots,
plugfests, and interoperability
experiments. These develop,
test and validate specifications
that lead to open standards.
Terry is a great match for
this position as he is well
known to the OGC community
through his past activities.
Most recently he participated
in OGC activities while with a
US federal agency. Previously,
Terry served as initiative
director
of
the
Critical
Infrastructure
Protection
Initiative while he was on loan
to OGC staff from BAE
Systems.
Terry
has
rich
experience in geo-information
and remote sensing technologies.
He received his PhD in Earth
Systems and Geoinformation
Sciences from George Mason
University.
www.opengeospatial.org/

New chair for IMCA
Walter Steedman, has been
elected chairman of the
Offshore Survey Division of the
International Marine Contractors
Association which represents

the interests of nearly 1,000
offshore, marine and underwater
engineering companies in over
60 countries. Its principal remit
is to help raise awareness of
contracting
issues
among
members, their clients and the
wider
industry.
Its
own
authoritative series of official
publications are designed to
promote discussion while also
providing
templates
for
contracting parties.
Walter Steedman holds a
degree in Topographic Science
from Glasgow University and is
CEO of the Veripos group, a
provider of satellite positioning
services. He is a surveyor by
profession and has over 30
years’ experience in the survey
and offshore business in a
variety of roles including
offshore, project management,
commercial, general business
management and latterly at
executive level. He has served
on the Offshore Survey Division
Management Committee for
over 16 years and also serves
on IMCA’s overall Management
Committee.
www.imca-int.com.

GiSProfessional

Below: Bluesky new employees: Sarah
Wright, Joshua Aves, Alys Hudson and
David Beniston.
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columnist adena
AT CONFERENCES STUDENTS ASK ME to suggest
projects for course or capstone projects*, even after
they have completed two or more courses (or years!)
studying geospatial technology, science and use.
Posts on a variety of GIS forums and discussion areas
seek the same kind of help. How can educators and
those of us in the field mentor students in this
important part of their education?

Why is selection so hard? Most of the queries I
get are from undergraduates and masters students. In
most cases, they can explore anything of interest that
ties into GIS, geography and spatial analysis, in any
area of the world, related to any industry or discipline.
Perhaps that’s part of the challenge right there. A
GIS project or capstone may be one of the first times in
their schooling, or the first time in their study of their
major, that some students get to enjoy significant
learning freedom. With little experience directing their
own learning, they are simply overwhelmed. I’m

schutzberg

watchers have mapped the best locations for finding
particular species. I wrote my master’s thesis on the
marching band I was in at the time. This academic
advice parallels that given to writers of all kinds: start
with topics about which you know and care!
Focus on a favorite geography
Students have favorite places. Were they always curious
about the small town in Ireland where a relative grew
up? What was it like then? What are the issues there
today? And, of course, everyone is interested in their
local geography: What topics in a student’s current
home town could use some geospatial insight? What
non-profit organisation in town could use some help?
Answering that last question might prompt both an
internship and a final project!
Explore education
Students with an interest in education (geography,
GIS or another topic) might consider working with a

Every GIS student’s nightmare:
Finding a research topic

Why do students already involved in GIS have such a challenging time
finding topics for papers?

curious if self-directed learners from a home-schooled
or Montessori background, fair better.

Addressing the problem How can educators and
students ease the topic selection burden? These
suggestions might help:
Read about GIS for fun
My suspicion is that most GIS students read little
about the field outside of their course requirements.
They, I suspect, choose not to flip or scroll through
formal and informal publications, blogs, forums, or
company marketing materials. Learners should make
an attempt to “read for fun” within their field, and
educators can encourage this behavior via blogging
or discussion assignments. The guiding principle is
simple: learners should only read posts and articles
of interest. After a student finds they’ve read three
articles on medical geography, they might take it as
a hint that it’s an area worth exploring for a project.

Adena Schutzberg is
Principal of ABS Consulting
Group Inc.
and Executive Editor of
Directions Magazine,
www.directionsmag.com

Look for geospatial implications in existing interests
Some of the best student GIS projects I’ve seen come
directly from a student’s interests and concerns.
Hikers have used GIS to grade hikes by difficulty
based on slopes, changes in elevation and other
factors. A student who worked at a food bank
attempted to create a better routing solution for the
delivery trucks to the different locations. Bird

joining the geography jigsaw

local school. Students might teach GIS skills to
educators or students, find datasets of interest, or
produce educational materials. Esri has suggested
students might be valuable in spreading its
educational initiatives in the U.S. and beyond, but
any technology can make a difference in a classroom.
Pick a tech
Some students are more interested in geospatial
technology itself rather than how it’s ultimately used.
There’s still quite a bit of work to be done in
considering the technical, social and societal issues
around sensors, augmented reality, near real time
delivery of remote sensing data and other
technologies that enable GIS.
Get started now!
These are just a few strategies to guide students as
they address what can be an overwhelming freedom
in the midst or end of their studies. The earlier
students explore our vast field, the easier it will be to
find questions, challenges and problems to hold their
interest for a week, a semester or even a career.
*capstone project – “a multifaceted assignment that
serves as a culminating academic and intellectual
experience for students, typically during their final
year of high school or middle school, or at the end of
an academic program….” edglossary.org

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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pipeline surveying
office input to prepare the field information for
useable reports.
“This process has numerous drawbacks from the
frustrations of working with paper maps in inclement
weather conditions to the possibility of typographic
errors,” explains John Hall. “We are always looking
for better ways to get better results and we knew
immediately that a different approach to this work
would provide our client with a faster, more accurate
and more detailed survey. However, whilst we knew
that a digital data capture system would be relatively
easy to implement, our past experience meant that
we were equally sure that it would be the
customisations that we could make to existing
technology that would really increase our field
efficiencies.”

Above: the Trimble Geo7 has 1Gb of processing power.

Specific Requirements Line walking surveys
require an existing pipeline to be walked regularly in
order to record the position and attribute

Optimising Technology

Specialist engineering input, combined
with customised software development, has resulted in a pipeline surveying solution that
emphasizes why partnerships can be so effective. The starting point for this application-specific
solution from Capita’s property and infrastructure business was a Bluetooth link between an
RD8000 cable and pipe locator and KOREC’s data collection software.
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Habitually these
surveys are
undertaken
using manual
measurement
methods and
paper maps, a
time consuming
process...

“
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CAPITA’S PROPERTY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
BUSINESS is one of the UK's leading multidisciplinary
consultancies providing a range of design, project
delivery, infrastructure, real-estate and business
transformation services. Its utilities and industrial
division specialises in engineering, design and project
management services for a wide range of clients
including major UK energy suppliers.
With a strong track record in producing
innovative solutions to meet client requirements,
Capita has previously worked with precision
measurement and software development specialists,
KOREC, on a number of utilities based data collection
solutions. These have included the introduction of a
paperless surveying system for a national utilities risk
assessment and replacement programme.
John Hall, Capita business centre manager,
quickly identified that the productivity gains
achieved in the above contract could be successfully
achieved in other application areas if the hardware
and software could deliver the specific survey
requirements of Capita’s utilities clients.
Capita had been contacted by a major UK energy
supplier to undertake a survey of a cross-country
pipeline in order to assess its integrity. Habitually
these surveys are undertaken using manual
measurement methods and paper maps, a time
consuming process that not only lacks efficiency and
accuracy in the field but also results in extensive back

information of any changes in its immediate
surroundings. These changes might include
subsidence, flooding or construction infringement
within a prescribed buffer zone or even insufficient
ground coverage of the actual pipe.
An electro-magnetic underground utility tracing
device (in this case an RD8000) is used to detect the
location and depth to the centre of the pipe. The
depth of ground cover above the pipe is then
calculated. During the same line walk, additional
information is collected to generate condition
reports on the pipeline’s marker posts, special
crossings and other attributes.
“Our initial challenge was finding mapping
hardware that could handle the type of map data we
use,” continues John. “We favour strip maps which
incorporate detailed information on only the
immediate territory of the pipeline routes in a long
narrow strip. They require huge processing power if
they are to be handled efficiently in the field and this
had already proved problematic in other hand-held
devices that we had looked at. We also required a
system that could provide consistent decimetre
accuracy in the field and a wireless link with the
RD8000. This ruled out all smartphone/app type
solutions.”

Hardware first Capita looked at several
manufacturers’ systems but elected to use Trimble’s
joining the geography jigsaw
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Customising the system With the hardware in
place, John Hall worked closely with KOREC on the
customisations required for the software. “For us the
key to this project was always going to lie in a
partnership between Capita and KOREC that would
see our engineering requirements developed into a
user friendly, application specific, data capture
system,” he explains.
Key customisations undertaken by KOREC
included:
• Bluetooth link to RD8000 – automatic recording of
the pipe location coordinates and depth to the
centre of the pipe via the Bluetooth link between
the Trimble Geo7 and RD8000. K-Mobile then
automatically calculates the depth of ground
cover to the top of the pipe.
• Handling of detailed as-built strip maps - whilst
the Geo7’s huge 1Gb processing power ensures
that it is capable of handling high resolution
raster strip maps, K-Mobile was further
developed to optimise the display of this
mapping data for fast viewing on the Geo’s
large, sunlight readable, screen. With paper
maps, the surveyor was often reduced to
guessing his location in relation to landmarks on
the paper map. K-Mobile ensures that the
surveyor can now always view an exact position
in relation to the pipe-line making it almost
impossible to stray from the route, hence
increasing efficiency.
• Automatic easement buffer creation – Capita
surveyors now have a fail-safe method for
immediately assessing whether an encroachment
is within the pre-programmed easement width
simply by walking to it and checking its position
with the Geo’s decimetre accuracy. In the past,
this was a time-consuming process based on
each surveyor’s estimate as to how far the
encroachment was from the perceived pipeline
location, often resulting in the recording of
features that could safely be ignored.
John Hall reports that time savings in the field are
already at more than 25%. In the office, data
processing and report generation times have been

joining the geography jigsaw

cut by a half. Additionally, the
intuitive nature of K-Mobile
means that the Capita field
team required very little
training in the use of the
software. There are also
significant health and safety
benefits to be gained from use
of the system due to a function
that enables the surveyor’s
progress to be tracked at any
time during the survey. John
also reports that the built in
‘point and shoot’ laser range
finder on the Geo7 is an
exceptional addition that
ensures that surveyors can
accurately record infringements
without having to stray from
the route of the pipeline,
allowing river banks to be
avoided along with excavations
and flooded areas.
“Our aim was to replace
time-consuming
manual
methods with an automated ‘field – office – client’
paperless and wireless solution,” explains John.
“We’ve found KOREC to be flexible, accommodating
and responsive in its approach to translating our
engineering expertise into a tailor made solution that
can achieve these aims. Our two areas of expertise
have come together and the end result is a system
capable of producing an accurate, detailed and
complete survey that will provide our client with an
excellent basis for future projects in a format that
can be easily incorporated into their GIS.”

Above: An electromagnetic underground
utility tracing device
(in this case an
RD8000) is used to
detect the location and
depth to the centre of
the pipeline.

About Capita
Capita provides a single source solution to the utility, manufacturing and
energy sectors. Capita bring world class design, operations and maintenance,
engineering and project management expertise to schemes ranging across
the utilities and industrial sectors including gas, electricity, water, telecoms,
manufacturing, nuclear, carbon capture and storage.
We manage a £400m portfolio of sites and real estate for one utility and
are responsible for over 500 brownfield sites across the UK in relation to
town planning, asset management and lettings.
Our abilities, experience and expertise are diverse. We are working on
cleaner use of fossil fuels through a range of projects with the energy
industry and a number of industrial, commercial and built environment
clients to analyse, plan and deliver their future energy strategies on a greener
and cheaper basis.
Our processes and systems give us a competitive edge delivering projects
by using the latest technology for the benefit of our clients and our teams.
Using facilities from virtual walkthroughs, laser scanning, panoramic
photographic surveys and 3D animation through to hand held devices and
access to online asset documentation, we have a broad ability to operate as
efficiently and effectively to the standard that clients need, expect and desire.
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latest hand-held GPS, the Geo7. This is their most
advanced hand-held device and the key to its
suitability was its huge 1Gb processing power, a prerequisite for handling the strip maps. It also offered
a number of other relevant features including
excellent GNSS performance in challenging
conditions; the Flightwave remote positioning
technology for asset data capture with remote
measurement; consistent decimetre accuracy; and a
fast, 5 Mega pixel camera for recording marker post
condition, encroachments etc. The Geo7 was also
the perfect platform for KOREC’s customisable KMobile data collection software.
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UAV’s in

the sky
air space is the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). They
have taken a lenient view on the use of UAVs for
academic and not-for-profit use, with CAA
permission being rarely necessary outside towns and
cities. As long as the survey is in uncontrolled
airspace, it is 50m from buildings or roads and 150m
from any urban areas no CAA permission is required.
To use a UAV for commercial image capture or
surveying close to people or properties, permission
from the CAA is needed. The CAA requires evidence
of pilot competence, and this will usually involve an
independent training course, which can be
expensive. The CAA must also be notified of every
new location for flying unless an agreement has
already been negotiated with them. Regardless of
the use, suitable insurance coverage should be
sought in case of accidents.
The UAV must remain in line of sight during the
flight, with this being defined as being within 500m

Do it yourself Drones – experimenting
with low cost UAVs

The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (or UAVs) as serious remote sensing platforms is a
growing trend. They are already used in fields such as archaeology, construction, disaster
relief, and the oil and gas industry. Sandy Avery and Bruce Gittins argue their ability to be
deployed and produce results quickly, requiring only a small team to operate, enables their
use in hard-to-reach places.

Below: Traprain
law DSM

The legal framework UAVs
are potentially dangerous
vehicles which risk interfering
with the safe use of air space
by others. The regulator of UK
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THOUGH THE FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL COST of
using UAVs is constantly dropping, there are still high
entrance barriers to their use. Many purpose-built
survey drones cost in excess of tens of thousands of
pounds and require a significant amount of expertise
to both set-up and fly successfully.
In early 2014, the University of Edinburgh
undertook a project to look at the feasibility of
lowering the entrance barriers to the use of UAVs for
photogrammetric survey. This was achieved by using
a low-cost and relatively simple UAV to collect still
images using a standard compact digital camera.
These images were then processed using Agisoft
Photoscan to produce a Digital Surface Model (DSM).
Photoscan is a Structure-from-Motion software
system, which detects points of similarity between
images, creating an orientated
pointcloud of these points
which can then be interpolated
into a high resolution DSM.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

horizontally, and 400 feet (122m) vertically, of the
pilot at all times. Currently the use of a video piloting
system, aka First Person View (FPV), does not
alleviate this requirement, and our experience
suggests that assessing the flight direction, and
therefore safe retrieval of small UAVs, has proved
challenging at even just 200-250m from the pilot.
For safe and effective flying we found that
having a four-person ground crew was wise. This
allows the pilot to focus solely on flying the UAV,
with a spotter keeping an eye out for any birds or
other hazards, which may get too close and a
navigator guiding the pilot to the targets. The fourth
member made sure that members of the public
remain at a safe distance of 30m to the designated
and marked take-off and landing zone and provided
explanations of the work when operating in areas
frequented by the public.
It was also found to be good practice to display
several warning signs around the survey site as well
as to provide leaflets to inform the public about the
work in progress.

Technology There are two broad categories of
UAVs; fixed wing and rotary. Fixed wing UAVs most
closely resemble a traditional aircraft configuration
joining the geography jigsaw
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having a sizeable horizontal wing to provide lift with
a single nose-mounted engine. In contrast, rotary
UAVs are rather like helicopters, having four or more
engines mounted around the main body of the UAV
to provide lift. The engines are usually electrically
driven, so the carrying capacity of the platform needs
to include the weight of batteries. Both types of UAV
have their advantages and disadvantages. Fixed-wing
UAVs can systematically cover greater areas and
generally provide a more stable camera platform,
whereas rotary UAVs permit vertical take-off and
landings (thus being useful where space is restricted)
and can very effectively hover over particular targets
of interest.
A DJI Phantom FC40 was chosen as our survey
platform. Its simple design, ease of use and low cost
of around £350 ticked all the boxes. Its four engine
rotary configuration was chosen over a fixed wing
design as its ability to hover offered greater
versatility, allowing it to be used for photogrammetric surveys as well as for video or image
collection of hard to reach sites such as rooftops and
cliffs. Its small size of only 29 x 29 x 39cm and
relatively quiet engines were also a benefit, allowing
it to work in environmentally-sensitive areas.
The Phantom has a semi-autonomous flight
mode using its on-board GPS, which gives it the
ability to stabilise itself against the wind as well as
return to “home” if a fault develops or the control
signal is lost. These functions worked surprisingly
well and this level of automation is enough to make
the UAV very easy to fly and a new pilot can be
proficient with only a few hours of practice. It also
provides a relatively stable platform in low to
medium wind speeds, something which we have put
to the test on several occasions when performing
surveys in Scotland!
This UAV has a maximum flight time of around
10-12 minutes and a carrying capacity of less than
500g; the heavier the pay-load the shorter the flying
time. By modifying the camera mountings on the

platform it was found that both a compact digital
camera can be mounted below the UAV angled for
surveying whilst the default FC40 camera is mounted
to the front of the platform. This enables a
rudimentary but highly practical First Person View
(FPV) system to be created with live 720 pixel video
to be streamed to a smartphone or tablet – giving
the pilot a real-time, UAV eye view – at little
additional cost. This further reduces the piloting
training time because it enables the direction of
flight to be more easily determined. This is often an
issue when the vehicle is flying more than 100-150m
away from the pilot and in certain lighting
conditions.
The platform lacks the ability to follow preplanned waypoints and does not (easily) provide a
log of its travelled route. We compensated for this by
thorough pre-flight planning combined with field
checking of the image coverage. Some cameras also
come with built-in GPS and the geo-tagged pictures
can be used to produce a rudimentary flight path for
the UAV if necessary. Alternatively, low-cost and
light-weight GPS logging modules are widely
available. However, some problems were identified
with the Phantom’s homing ability. If the GPS signals
are lost, or if there is a serious headwind with
declining battery life, its ability to get out of trouble
by itself or return home could be an issue. As such it
should only be used in an emergency or when there
is no other option.

Below: Warning sign for UAVs

Below: DJI Phantom hovering and surveying

the sky

“

The CAA
requires
evidence of
pilot
competence,
and this will
usually involve
an independent
training
course. . .

“
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Cameras Traditional metric survey cameras are
extremely expensive and rather too heavy for our
purposes – they have been designed to be mounted
on conventional aircraft or large balloons. The
limited payload of the DJI Phantom means that it is
usually used with the popular GoPro digital camera.
We were able to compare this device with a Canon
SX230 HS, and their usability and the accuracy of
their products were compared.
The GoPro Hero 3 is a light-weight, durable

joining the geography jigsaw
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camera which required no modification to be used in
an aerial surveying role. It has several benefits such
as a wide angle lens and a fast continuous shooting
mode (0.5-second). This allows for good coverage
and rapid image capture. However, there are also
limitations. We established that images were often
blurred whilst the UAV was in motion owing to the
relatively slow shutter speeds. The UAV therefore
had to be paused over the target long enough to
ensure good steady images had been taken. This
situation could be improved by a vibration-damping
gimbal system. However, many of the camera
settings were also locked in a constantly changing
‘auto’ setting mode leading to exposure
inconsistencies between images.
Other limitations include fish-eye distortion, low
resolution and the effects of a rolling shutter. GoPro
cameras are designed for sports-use, where fixed
optics and a particularly wide field of view ensure
that none of the action is missed. Unfortunately this
also causes the fish-eye distortion. Alternative
‘modes’ were available but these simply cut a lower
resolution image out of the wide field of view,
resulting in the effective resolution for the GoPro
being rather less than its advertised capability (5 or
7 megapixels compared to the expected 11 or 12
megapixels). The rolling shutter led to problems with
capturing video when the UAV was travelling at
speed. The motion of the rolling shutter would lead
to a wobbling effect in the video which has been
affectionately named the ‘jello effect’. This is
difficult to rectify through video editing, though a
neutral density filter did produce some
improvement. Together, these limitations led to
distortion in the captured images, leading to a drop
in the accuracy of any digital surface models which
were produced.
In contrast, the Canon SX230 Powershot has
superior resolution, a full 12 megapixels, as well as
the ability to manually adjust the shutter speed,
down to 1/3200 second, ISO settings and F-Stop.
These enable easy adaption for a variety of
environments as well as producing higher resolution
images with little or no motion blur or colour
distortion. In particular the Canon’s high ISO setting
and shutter speed meant that a damping gimbal was
not required thus lowering the overall cost. However
the Canon is slightly heavier than the GoPro –
reducing flight times. It is programmable using a
scripting language and the Canon Hack
Development Kit and therefore proved highly
customisable. This was needed to provide an
intervalometer function for capturing images at
regular intervals. The combination of the First-Person
View (FPV) system with a remote camera trigger also
enables images to be taken only as desired.
Testing showed that the Canon’s faster shutter
speed allowed the camera to take higher quality
images more consistently than the GoPro, and this

consequently enabled production of a more accurate
DSM. The average vertical accuracy for the Cannon
DSM was ±7cm, whereas images from the GoPro
gave a vertical accuracy of only ±25cm. However, the
GoPro is far better for capturing video than the
Canon, which struggles to compensate for the
unstable platform, especially in wind.

Conclusions UAVs of all shapes and sizes are
gaining popularity and are being used in a variety of
different roles. They are a new source of data and
promise to revolutionise the way it is collected. This
project has shown that it is perfectly possible to use
a
low-cost
UAV
platform
for
serious
photogrammetry, with excellent results produced
with little prior experience. It has validated the
prospect of smaller organisations sourcing their own
data and challenging the monopoly that larger
organisations have had on aerial data and imagery.
The DJI Phantom was capable of carrying an
alternative camera that produced rather better
results than the more-usual GoPro device. These
results are reflected in the quality of the orthophotos
and DSM, which can be produced. In addition to
vertical photography, the vehicle also provides an
excellent platform for oblique photography favoured
in archaeological survey and for video, although an
appropriately stabilised GoPro camera proved to be
the more satisfactory option in the latter case. The
total cost of the package (UAV and camera) was less
than £700.
Below: Top images are Canon SX230, below
are GoPro
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a map viewer for the legal deposit libraries

“

The integration
of a split-screen
map display
enables users to
compare and
contrast
changes. . .

THE LEGAL DEPOSIT LIBRARIES traditionally kept
copies of printed publications including books,
newspapers and maps. They are now entrusted with
safeguarding, securing and sharing the UK’s digital
cartographic output. The core of these collections is
an annual snapshot of digital map data from
Ordnance Survey (GB) and Ordnance Survey
Northern Ireland (OSNI). The digital map archives
(approximately 4Tb of data) include OSGB large-scale
digital map data from 1998 onwards – this has been
known since 2001 as OS MasterMap. OSNI maps are
now published by Land and Property Services with
archives going back to 2004. The libraries also have
extensive collections of Ordnance Survey mapping on
paper, microfilm and microfiche dating back over
200 years.
The libraries needed a more effective way of both
storing their digital map data and publishing it to

Pulsant UK, ThinkWhere built the system on a
dedicated private cloud which provides for the
secure hosting and management of the extensive
volumes of data and to provide a scalable
architecture to support the storage of future digital
map archives. An extensive programme of data
processing was undertaken to convert the large
volume of source data into a standard format for
publication.

Online GUI has split screen facility The
online, full-screen Digital Map Viewer was
designed for publishing the archive of maps. The
graphical user interface is intuitive and
incorporates information relating to restrictions on
the use of data available in the system. The
integration of a split-screen map display enables
users to compare and contrast changes in the

“

A map viewer for the UK Legal
Deposit Libraries There are six UK Legal Deposit Libraries

their users. ThinkWhere were appointed to create an
innovative and secure online archive of map data and
a suitable Digital Map Viewer.

Solution and benefits The system has been built
using Location Centre, ThinkWhere’s hosted online
GIS platform. This is a cloud-based web GIS, server
and database platform: a geostack of leading Open
Source technologies. Working in partnership with
Below: Using the split-screen map display
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landscape between any two years for which the
data is available.
A bespoke metadata management module
enabling input, edit and export of metadata was also
developed. Metadata is stored in a US Library of
Congress format known as MARC 21 (MachineReadable Cataloguing) and records can be exported
to a number of bibliographic formats including
MARC, MarcXML and MODS (Metadata Object
Description Schema).
As well as providing the complete spatial data
infrastructure for the libraries,
ThinkWhere
provides
on-going
managed services – maintaining the
annually updated archive of selected
OS and OSNI datasets and providing
Servicedesk and Support services to
staff at each of the six libraries.
The Digital Map Viewer is
available at each of the Libraries and
is used on a daily basis by the
librarians and library users. The
system content will continue to grow
to include not only future data
selected from Ordnance Survey but
also, potentially, digital datasets from
other suppliers.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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(LDLs): the British Library in Boston Spa; the National Library of Scotland in Edinburgh;
the National Library of Wales in Aberystwith; the Bodleian Library in Oxford; Cambridge
University Library; plus Trinity College Library in Dublin. Fiona Thomas explains how
ThinkWhere has developed a full-screen viewer for the map archives.
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Coincidence report
public domain. This report has also been
sent to APPSI in order to offer balance to
the OS opinion on the subject of
coincidence.
Right: Do LR index
polygons undercut
MasterMap?

IN THE JUNE ISSUE OF GISPRO earlier this year we
wrote: ‘There are several references in the report to
Ordnance Survey perceiving a threat to its business
model and in particular to other MasterMap
customers. Apparently the Land Registry INSPIRE
Index Polygon dataset is seen as potentially

Land Registry insight Professor Barr’s
final report was delivered on the 11th
September and now informs any
assessment of whether the OPSI decision
was correct based on the evidence
presented. The report should also be seen in
the context of our interview with Andrew
Trigg, Land Register’s chief geographic
information officer, who stated that
‘Although the (Land Registry) Index Map
uses only a small subset of OS MasterMap,
it is still classed as “derived data” by Ordnance Survey’.
The Barr report supports this contention and must
surely be taken seriously by APPSI and OPSI. 77M argue
that it actually shows that OPSI should not have
concluded that the OS “coincidence analysis” was
sufficient to prove the OS case.

Coincidence analysis is a can of worms

In our June issue GISPro published a summary of the report from the Office for Public
Sector Information (OPSI) on a dispute between Ordnance Survey and 77M ‘a small
company with Big Data’. Further information has now come to light following a report
by Professor Bob Barr.
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not one about
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undercutting MasterMap despite its obvious
limitations with respect to completeness and to its
legal rather than topographical content. Any
resolution of this impasse might involve very
legalistic interpretations of ‘derived’ and/or ‘inferred’
data – watch this space.’
The dispute has not been resolved and 77M has
referred it to APPSI – the Advisory Panel on Public
Sector Information – which is still deliberating.
However, in the meantime, the evidence produced by
OS to back up its case and a critique commissioned
by 77M from Professor Bob Barr have come to light.
We cannot publish them all in full but they can be
found at www.location-source.com.
The OS “analysis” was discussed with OPSI in a
meeting on the 13th June 2014 and after reviewing
the PowerPoint presentation, OPSI concluded
without any reference to an independent expert that
the main recommendations of its report published on
the 4th April 2014 had been met, i.e. that there was
coincidence between the INSPIRE Index Polygons and
OS MasterMap polygons.
OS provided the slides for the “ coincidence
analysis” to 77M Ltd on its request in July 2014.
Subsequently 77M asked Professor Robert Barr to
independently review the whole situation and
produce a report that could be made available in the

This is not least because the OS examples are a
very limited and, arguably, chosen subjectively to
support their argument. Barr proposes that a
comprehensive analysis – at least on a statistically
sound sample basis – should be carried out across
the whole of England and Wales.
We find ourselves asking why OPSI did not ask
for an independent authority to carry out the
“coincidence analysis” which all parties agree is at
the heart of the matter or ask 77M for their opinion
on the OS assertions?

The Barr report We would in fact draw attention
to the less technical statements in Barr’s report
concerning intellectual property:
“This argument is not one about the
coincidence of points, lines or areas, because it is
unlikely that any reasonable lay person, or juror,
would conclude that there is either a high level of
coincidence or a significant risk of substitution of
HMLR data for OS MasterMap in its entirety.
The argument being pursued using the
“evidence” supplied by OS is one of the legitimacy
of their business model whereby, by the application
of the IPR protection provided by the European
Database Directive (Directive 96/9/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 11
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Coincidence report

DISTANCE LEARNING GIS PROGRAMMES

the cadastral subset of property data (land
ownership parcels and building footprints) now
made available by many countries as Open Data, is
deemed to be of particular value, hence the extreme
sensitivity over the release of the HMLR Polygons,
which could be useful to competitors wishing to
produce more stripped down mapping products.
Ordnance Survey was previously equally
sensitive over its other “crown jewels”,
administrative and statistical boundaries and street
data. Both those battles have been lost as logic
argued that boundaries needed to become open
data, and duplication by commercial competitors
and the Open Street Map community has destroyed
Ordnance Survey’s street mapping monopoly.”

No pleasure At GISPro we take no pleasure in
seeing this dispute continue but we do think that
some fundamental principles are at stake. As with
other events at the Land Registry reported elsewhere
in this issue we can see conflicts between various bits
of EU and Westminster legislation and policies. Arm’s
length agencies are caught in the middle – dammed
if they do and dammed if they don’t. Is it any
coincidence that the chief executives of both
Ordnance Survey and Land Registry have announced
their (delayed) departures this year?

“

Instead our
National
Mapping
Agency is
obliged to
defend its
business model
by making
spurious
assertions about
“coincidence” or
“substitution”.

“

March 1996 on the legal protection of databases)
Ordnance Survey may extract royalties up to the
total value of MasterMap licences from any
organization that has captured data which has in
any way been informed by Ordnance Survey
Mapping. This approach was known jovially within
Ordnance Survey as the “hint of IP argument”
Probably unintentionally, the EU directive tore up
centuries of copyright law, whereby copyright expired,
and the legal tradition that “facts” may not be
copyrighted and passed, to those maintaining
databases, a potential income stream and an ability to
seriously impede competition, in perpetuity. This
situation is greatly aggravated when the bulk of the
database involved (The OS MasterMap database) would
conventionally have been deemed out of copyright, an
unprotected collection of facts, or Crown Copyright
data that should be released in line with the “normal”
provision of European Public Sector Information
regulations, at the marginal cost of duplication.
Instead our National Mapping Agency is obliged
to defend its business model by making spurious
assertions about “coincidence” or “substitution”.
There is also an inherent implication in
Ordnance Survey’s stance that not all points, lines
and areas in its MasterMap database are of equal
value and equally worth fighting over. In practice

Study for a postgraduate
qualification in GIS
by distance learning
UNIGIS UK has been at the forefront of GIS education for over 20 years
providing distance learning-based postgraduate education and training in
Geographical Information Systems and Science. Our programmes support
the personal development, career advancement and career change
ambitions of students typically already in employment. September 2011
sees the launch of our new suite of Masters programmes to meet the
changing needs of the GI-related economy, those programmes are:
PgC/PgD/MSc in Geographical Information Systems - providing a
broad grounding in the major aspects of contemporary GIS
PgD/MSc in Applied GIS - focuses on the applications of GIS and
Geographical Information

Established in 1991, UNIGIS UK is a collaboration between Manchester Metropolitan
University and the University of Salford. We have a proud track record of helping our
students achieve their goals. Visit http://www.unigis.org for further information.

unigis@mmu.ac.uk

Educating GIS Professionals Worldwide

+44 (0) 161 247 1581

www.unigis.org
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PgD/MSc in Geographical Information Technologies - which provides
the opportunity to look at the technologies underpinning GI solutions
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Open Geospatial standards

Forum

FOR THE SECOND MEETING of the UK Open Geospatial
Standards Forum those not present in body had their
spirits tested through the medium of Skype, involving
sound effects that would have been more at home in
an episode of “Dr Who” and which was eventually
downgraded into screen-sharing mode with the audio
defaulting to an old fashioned conference call!
The forum had its inaugural meeting in London
earlier this year. It aims to improve communication
about standards within the GI community – especially
between standards bodies and standards users – and
to identify standards that work well and those that
could be improved. In particular, the aim is to identify,
explore and communicate any gaps where existing
standards don’t address current business problems.

Standards update – what’s happening? A
briefing on current standards activities was initiated
by Peter Parslow, Ordnance Survey’s principal
geographic information architect who was in the
chair. This began with an update from IST/36 (the

The discrepancy between the number of download
services and the number of publishers implies a lot of
work still to be done! The quality of metadata on
data.gov.uk is an increasing concern – there are
varying accuracies, inconsistencies and degrees of
completion. Common problems include missing or
inaccurate extents, contact details, keywords, etc. . .
and particularly highly variable abstracts for
supposedly similar datasets from different local
authorities! The online metadata editor has been
improved and it may also be necessary to update the
GEMINI metadata specification on which discussions
with AGI are about to begin.

Standards (or not) in the real world In the
afternoon session, Dominic Stubbins, chief architect
for Esri UK, presented his experiences of creating a
‘RESTful’ API, along with an interesting discussion of
how standards are used in real world applications.
“REST” stands for Representational State Transfer
and is a standard commonly used on the web.

"NICE" one for open geospatial
standards forum

The second meeting of the UK Open Geospatial Standards Forum was held at the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in Manchester in September with several of
the 17 participants on-line, reports Jonathan Simmons.
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British Standards committee dedicated to geographic
information – and supported by AGI), which is
currently involved with 23 standards in various stages
of development such as “place identifier linking”,
“geodetic services”, “registry services” and one
proposal for a new standard on “preservation of
digital data and metadata”. The GML 3.3 standard
will be published soon, as well as some revisions for
others. These are all international standards with two
currently out for public consultation: an “addressing
conceptual model” (aimed at countries without an
addressing system), and “well known text for
coordinate reference systems”.
Andrew Newman, INSPIRE engagement manager
for Defra summarised the latest developments on
that front and on data.gov.uk. As INSPIRE has moved
into an ongoing implementation and maintenance
phase, the European Commission has set up various
technical expert groups with very elaborate web and
teleconferences. The commission is concerned at
progress with much activity but little oversight and a
lack of visibility for positive results. A high level
policy committee was meeting on the same day in
Brussels to address these concerns.
Data.gov.uk now references 5001 datasets with a
location component, alongside 348 view services and
84 download services from a total of 131 ‘publishers’.

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are
fundamental to any distributed system. Very few
systems are stand-alone these days: even the
simplest
consist
of
multiple
components
communicating with each other. Web, mobile and
enterprise systems all need to interact with an API of
some description.
Esri supports many APIs, interfaces and formats
some of which are more standard (either de jure or
de facto) than others. Why would a company choose
to develop a RESTful API that isn’t a standard? The
simple – too simple – answer is because it can
support functions that aren’t in existing standards.
But there is more to it than that.
Dominic looked at the history of IT systems
where we can see a steady transition from file-based
storage to database driven systems, then serveroriented architectures on to web-based applications.
Each favours a different style of programming. Lots
of existing standards fall into the server-centric
SOAP/XML style category. The Microsoft driven SOAP
is a protocol for communicating using XML – a
platform neutral, extensible, and independent, but
very verbose text based language. In recent years,
web developers have moved away from XML to
something called JSON (Javascript Object Notation).
This is apparently much easier to use in a web
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Ordnance Survey’s Resilience Direct Graham
Dunlop, product owner for Resilience Direct (RD) at
Ordnance Survey gave the final presentation. This
gave an interesting view of the decision-making
process leading to the choice of architecture for RD
which is Ordnance Survey’s common information
platform for central and local resilience. The overall
RD service is being developed by the Civil
Contingencies Secretariat under the Cabinet Office
and replaces the National Resilience Extranet for use
by those involved in incident response. This is webbased and has core mapping functionality, bringing
spatial data visualisation capabilities to the heart of
government. It enables users to visualise data that
relates to an incident or emergency planning
scenario in a common operational picture for all
responders.
The application makes use of open standards
such as Web Map Services (WMS) and Web Map Tile
Services (WMTS) through OS On-Demand to provide
the backdrop mapping, as well as to bring in thirdparty overlays. It also makes use of a standardised set
of symbols for civil contingency. However, it uses
GeoJSON and REST (as in the Esri REST API), as its
mechanism for transferring vector data between the
server and the client. Similarly, address searches are
linked to OS Places, another REST/JSON API.
Graham explained that existing standards were
sought for such things as styling, for which the
company MapBox provided the precedent: they have
published many of their techniques as open
standards, and Ordnance Survey was able to use
their simple style-spec standard for encoding
feature-based styling and their MBTiles standard for
adding offline tile storage capabilities. With
hindsight, it may have been possible to use Styled
Layer Descriptors (SLDs) for the former of these and
GeoPackage Tile Sets for the latter. However,
bespoke methods were still needed for custom map
sharing and spatial versioning for which there are no
existing standards.
A lively discussion followed these presentations –
particularly focusing on the XML vs. JSON issue that
was raised by both presenters. Clearly there is scope
for the geospatial standards community to do more
work with REST and JSON (and GeoJSON), since
these technologies are gaining ground in the web
development arena. However, there was some
joining the geography jigsaw

Why are developers moving from SOAP/WML to REST/JSON?
A few years ago XML was the only show in town, and SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) was the delivery mechanism of choice. AJAX (Asynchronous
Javascript and XML) was hailed as the “the new way of doing things” for web
2.0. This simple mechanism for sending background requests from a web page
to a server to update just a small part of the user interface was much better than
refreshing the whole page every time, and this technique has enabled rapid
development of online mapping. AJAX is still popular except that the XML has
been generally ousted in favour of JSON – Javascript Object Notation. This is
much easier for web developers, because it is ready to use within any javascriptenabled web browser and because it is more compact, with smaller file sizes
than XML, and reduces processing times.
SOAP seems to be going a similar way, with REST becoming far more popular
– again due to its simplicity and harmony with the way the internet works. For
example, requests can be encoded in familiar URLs and hyperlinks. But such
rapid developments are a challenge for those trying to devise standards. When
should standards processes kick in? Standards should normally be rigorous and
this fits well with the contractual nature of XML schemas. But, like it or not, it is
web developers who decide which technologies sink or swim, and the internet is
a pretty lawless environment in terms of standardisation. If using a standard is
like using a sledgehammer to crack a nut (e.g. using WFS to put a few simple
vectors onto a web map) it won’t get used. The big question therefore is how
standards can offer benefits to developers without losing their core value. This
needs to be considered further – and the Forum is the place to do it.

Who participated?
There were five representatives from Ordnance Survey and four from other
government departments or agencies - Defence Science, Hydrographic Office,
British Geological Survey and Defra. Envitia, Caris, 1Spatial and Esri UK
represented the GI software industry and there were representatives from Edina,
the University of Chester and Leeds University. Two long standing members of
IST36 also covered the European CEN standards interests and the oil and gas
exploration industry.
concern that rigour is being abandoned by
developers in favour of easier but less robust
mechanisms of sending and receiving data. The
group agreed that this issue needs to be raised and
dealt with by the standards community, and those in
the forum with positions on standards committees
took an action to feed this back.
The next meeting is planned to be held at the
AGI conference venue in November.

References
The IST/36 public page (listing all the British
Standards on geographic information) is at
https://standardsdevelopment.bsigroup.com/Home/
Committee/50001783
The draft British Standards for public comment
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browser as it integrates, natively, with Javascript,
which is the primary client-side scripting language
used over the web. When combined with REST
(through familiar hyperlinks and URLs) a simple but
powerful API can be developed that has a low barrier
of entry for developers – hence its popularity. The
REST + JSON combination is well supported by the
infrastructure of the web and RESTful APIs, while
‘non-standard’, are provided to give developers the
tools that they prefer.
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Spatial NI
Left: The map viewer was tasked with finding out
the total number of addresses and population
density within an upland area with an elevation
greater than 150m, which was the height specified
by the Met Office as being areas of concern.
The collection and sharing of datasets for INSPIRE
has been the catalyst for the rapid increase in the use
of the portal, but it is at the local level that Spatial NI
has exceeded all expectations.

Launch of Spatial NI At the recent launch in the
Titanic Centre in Belfast, the Finance Minister, Simon
Hamilton speaking to 150 representatives from
across the public and private sectors, said, “Spatial
NI is part of a growing trend to improve online access
to a wide range of non-personal public information

Spatial NI helps Northern Ireland
achieve GI strategy goals
The strategic importance of the work of a national mapping organisation is truly
amazing. To say that “place matters” is an understatement. The contribution that we
are making to policy development, strategic planning and just simply ‘life’ is, without
question, huge, argues John Wilkinson.
THE WORK OF NORTHERN IRELAND'S Land and
Property Services stretches throughout all walks of
political, economic and cultural activity across NI.
Recently, we have contributed to the G8 Summit at
the Lough Erne Resort, continued to play a strategic
role on the Northern Ireland Civil Contingencies
Group, increased our GI Specialist team across
Government and made significant progress with the
Northern Ireland GI Strategy.
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Northern Ireland SDI In 2009 we set some quite
ambitious goals in the Northern Ireland GI Strategy.
Midway through the ten-year strategy remarkable
progress has been made with the introduction of
Spatial NI™ seen as the most significant
development so far.
The overall aim of the Northern Ireland
Geographic Information (GI) Strategy 2009–2019 is to
implement a spatial data infrastructure (SDI) for
Northern Ireland. Three of the key components of an
SDI – data, skills and funding – had been progressing
well, but it was the recent development of the systems
component that started to complete the solution.
Spatial NI was initially developed by LPS in order
to comply with the EU INSPIRE Directive. It would be
fair to say that NI has been ahead of the game in
implementing INSPIRE. All targets have been met
with all Annex I, II and III datasets made available by
the designated deadlines.

produced by government departments.”
“The Spatial information is vitally important
because almost everything we do in government is
related to location; from where we situate our schools
and hospitals to how we protect vulnerable people
and essential services in an emergency situation.”
In fact it was an emergency situation in March
2013 that raised the profile of Spatial NI to the upper
ranks of the civil service. During a severe weather
incident, unprecedented snowfall, the LPS Spatial NI
support team were requested to provide their GIS
expertise by the Civil Contingencies Group. This was
the first occasion that LPS GIS staff had been
involved with responding to a major incident.
Spatial NI functionality was deployed to provide a
customised Emergency Response viewer within an
hour of the support team arriving on site. The web
address for the customised viewer was then
circulated to all agencies involved in the operation. A
Spatial NI team member was based at the emergency
response command centre, coordinating the datasets
published on the viewer.
Additional team members provided support from
LPS Mapping HQ, taking direction from the
command centre coordinator. The team were
focused on two priorities; identifying the areas
affected by the snowfall and the precise mapping of
road closures in order to focus the delivery of
emergency services on those people and farms most
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Spatial NI
Left: Following unprecedented snowfall, the
Spatial NI support team were requested to
provide their GIS expertise by the Civil
Contingencies Group.

in need. The visualisation of up-to-date information
on road closures was critical to quickly identify the
best route for emergency vehicles to deliver food and
to track progress on road clearances. Areas of
potential flood risk were also mapped.
Feedback from the blue light services suggested
that visualising information was critical in identifying
high risk locations and facilitated effective and rapid
decision making. The team’s work received particular
praise from the head of the Northern Ireland Civil
Service, Dr Malcolm McKibbin, and the Police Service
of Northern Ireland (PSNI) Chief Constable Matt
Baggott. The use of mapping in this severe weather
incident has highlighted the profile of Spatial NI and
also the value of GI to underpin emergencies. LPS
has since undertaken Spatial NI training sessions with
many of the organisations involved in the extreme
weather response exercise.

Cross-Border co-operation Emergencies of
course do not recognize land boundaries and it is

fortunate that the sharing of GI data on the island of
Ireland is in a healthy condition. Here we have the
only land boundary between the UK and another EU
member state. During the spring snow emergency,
the Irish Air Corps helicopter was directed to food
drop locations by the LPS mapping team.
The two Ordnance Surveys on the island have
always had an excellent an working relationship,
creating all Ireland joint products, sharing the same
geodetic reference system and collaborating to
deliver their contributions to pan European datasets
made available through EuroGeographics.
The merger of OSNI into Land and Property
Services did not interfere with the relationship. In
fact, the sharing of knowledge improved,
particularly after the INSPIRE directive was
introduced and cross-border workshops helped both
sides understand requirements and coordinate the
achievement of targets.
Collaboration is set to reach new levels as
Ordnance Survey Ireland develop their own SDI, built
on the same technology as Spatial NI and also as they
prepare for Tailte Éireann - the merger with the
Property Registration Authority and the Valuation
Office in the Republic of Ireland.

About the author
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Farewell So as I am about to set sail from Belfast to
Cairnryan on the ferry, and then to Newcastle upon
Tyne by road, I can quite honestly say that I am so
much more aware of my environment and how it fits
together, whether it be the mapping of the Belfast
Hills or the clever satnav that will take me the rest of
the way home.
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OGC UN-GGIM!
THE UNGGIM COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS first met in
20111 and, since then, the topic of global geospatial
standards has been raised every time the Committee
meets. Three organisations represent the
international standards community at the UNGGIM:
the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
through its Technical Committee 211 – Geographic
Information/Geomatics (TC 211), and the
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO).
In 2012 these three organisations prepared a
background document, The UN-GGIM inventory of
issues and geographic information standardization,
for the Committee’s Third session in Cambridge, UK
in July 2013. This document consolidates the issues
in nine thematic groups:
a) Developing a national, regional and global
strategic framework for geospatial information;
(b) Establishing institutional arrangements and legal
and common frameworks;
(c) Building capability and capacity, especially in
developing countries;
(d) Assuring the quality of geospatial information;
(e) Promoting data sharing, accessibility and
dissemination;
(f) Embracing trends in information technology;
(g) Promoting geospatial advocacy and awareness;

The ongoing dialogue between the standards
organisations and the Committee's Secretariat led to
the idea for a simple guide to the value and use of
geospatial standards. In mid-2013 a call was made in
all three organisations for volunteers to help create
this guide. A team of about 20 individuals came
together, led by OGC, and representing countries
throughout Europe, North America, and the AsiaPacific region. The aim was to articulate the critical
role of standards in geospatial information
management and to inform policy makers and
programme managers in Member States about the
value of using and investing in geospatial
standardisation.
I was a member of this team and, after many
months of online calls at all sorts of different hours
to accommodate different time zones, we finalised
two important documents:
• Guide to the Role of Standards in Geospatial
Information Management
• Companion Document on Standards
Recommendations by Tier
These documents can be found at http://ggim.un.org.

Articulating the critical role of standards The
following is an excerpt from the report delivered to
the Committee of Experts during the New York

United Nations – but only with geo standards!

The idea for the UNGGIM (UN Global Geospatial Information Management Committee)
emerged in 2009 when people in the UN Statistics Division realised that there was no UN
forum to coordinate efforts to meet the world’s needs for geospatial information. The
OGC's Denise McKenzie explains the work to date.
(h) Working in partnership with civil society and the
private sector;
(i) Linking geospatial information to statistics.
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Standards means effective data sharing Also
at this session, the Committee of Experts “noted the
close degree of cooperation between the
international standards development organizations
and stressed the importance of standards for
effective data sharing, as well as the need for the full
involvement of Member States in the development
and maintenance of standards. In addition, the
Committee emphasized the importance of
implementing and adopting standards within
national legal and policy frameworks, and noted the
need for developing countries to receive support
from the standards development organizations in
these efforts. The Committee of Experts requested
the Secretariat to continue its work with the
standards development organizations and the
Member States and report back to the Committee in
the future.” 2

meetings in August 2014 and which summarises the
contents of the Guide and its companion document.
The Guide aims to articulate the critical role of
standards in geospatial information, inform policy
makers and programme managers in Member States
about the value of using and investing in geospatial
standardization, and describes the benefits of using
“open”
geospatial
standards
to
achieve
standardization, data sharing, and interoperability
goals. The Guide provides a model for the phased
implementation of geospatial standards. It is
accompanied by a “Companion Document on
Standards Recommendations by Tier” on available
standards and their application.
More specifically, the Guide: (i) defines what a
standard is; (ii) makes a case for open standards; (iii)
discusses why such standards are valuable; (iv)
describes geospatial standards and related best
practices; (v) introduces a goal-based approach to
standards
adoption
and
a
multi-tiered
standardization maturity model; (vi) describes
emerging standards and trends; (vii) gives concrete
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Responses to the Guide 3 and
Companion were overwhelmingly positive and there

Responses
4

References
1: See details at http://ggim.un.org
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3: http://tinyurl.com/k4z27l2
4: http://tinyurl.com/kqg753t
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Below: Figure 1, The Standardisation
Maturity Model

were multiple calls to publish them as UNGGIM
supported documents.
However, the work will not stop here. The
three standards organisations have already
recognised the need for ongoing maintenance,
update and improvement on such fundamental
and important guides. We would therefore invite
everyone to download, review and use both the
Guide and the Companion Document and then
please provide us with your feedback so that we
can truly make them globally useful and beneficial
for everyone.

“

examples of standards in use; and (viii) concludes
with suggestions for next steps.
The Guide states that achieving the benefits of
standards adoption is a journey and organizations,
institutions and information communities are likely to
be starting this journey at different points in the
capability/maturity continuum. In this regard, the
Guide provides a model for the phased
implementation of geospatial standards that considers
the different levels of experience and expertise of the
players involved in the building of a Spatial Data
Infrastructure (SDI). The model, labelled “the
standardization maturity model” (figure 1), following
a goal-based approach to standards adoption,
describes a typical standardization trajectory. In
addition, the Guide gives concrete examples of
standards in use at each tier of the maturity model.
The Guide also provides information on the
emerging standards, best practices and trend. As an
example of emerging trends in standards, the Guide
highlights the move toward a spatially enabled web
of data. These emerging trends include: cloud
computing; linked data; big data analytics; semantic
web portals; mobile devices; new and dynamic
geospatial data collectors; and social media /
volunteered geospatial information."
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Above: An
intervention being
made by Dr
Vanessa Lawrence
and Pete Brodie.

During the Fourth Session of UN Committee of Experts on Global
Geospatial Information Management, which was held in New York from 68th August, the UK made valuable contributions to the work of the
Committee.
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THE UK IS PLAYING A PIVOTAL ROLE in continuing
to develop the outputs from the Committee of
Experts and continues to take an active role within
the existing and developing work streams, in
particular
the
application
of
geospatial
information on land administration and
management.
The UN Committee of Experts on Global
Geospatial Information Management, UN GGIM,
plays a valuable role in bringing together and
recognising, at a global level, the importance of
geographical and statistical information.
Recognising this growing importance, nearly
300 Ministers and senior leaders from 84 Member
States, 31 International Observers and 12 UN
bodies attended the Committee of Experts Session
held at the UN headquarters in New York. The UK
Delegation comprised senior representatives from
Ordnance Survey and the Office for National
Statistics. Ordnance Survey was represented by Dr
Vanessa Lawrence CB, Secretary General of
Ordnance Survey International, Peter ter Haar,
Director of Products and Innovation, Paul
Cruddace, Clare Hadley and James Norris from
Ordnance Survey’s Strategy and Policy teams. Pete
Brodie,
Divisional
Director
Population
Methodology and Statistical Infrastructure and Ian
Coady, Geography Policy and Research Manager

attended on behalf of Office for National
Statistics.
The Committee of Experts meets annually to
discuss and agree on issues which enhance
collaboration and support between Member States
in the use of geospatial and statistical Information
globally. This year the fundamental issues discussed
included:
• The enhancement of the global geodetic
reference frame,
• The legal and policy frameworks including
privacy laws required to support the use of
authoritative geospatial data,
• The development of global mapping for
sustainable development,
• The establishment and implementation of
international standards,
• The linkage of geospatial information to statistics
and,
• A shared statement of principles for the global
geospatial community.
One of the key outcomes of the meeting was the
endorsement of the Resolution on the Global
Geodetic Reference Frame. UN-GGIM recognises
that there is a growing requirement for more
accurate measurement of the changing planet – at
sub-centimetre level. Such data will have enormous
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First resolution passes The Committee of
Experts unanimously agreed to endorse the
proposed resolution – the first in its history. The
resolution now passes to the Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC), UN-GGIM’s parent body for
reflection and debate, before being referred to UN
General Assembly later this year. This is a major
achievement for UN-GGIM and we are pleased to
say that as a member of the GGRF Working Group
the UK has played a pivotal role to progress this
piece of work.
Another important decision in which the UK has
a vested interest has been the ratification of UNGGIM: Europe as a Regional Committee of UNGGIM. We have been working hard over the last
two and a half years to see the Regional Committee
set up to represent the needs and thoughts of
European Member States at a global level. UNGGIM: Europe, has been carefully placed to
enhance cooperation between existing structures in
Europe, such as the European Commission and
EuroGeographics, and will enable the transition
towards an integrated agenda within the region
and between the regional and global bodies. UNGGIM: Europe is part of the regional committee
joining the geography jigsaw

structure of UN-GGIM, the other regions are Asia
Pacific, Americas, and Arab States. It is also hoped
that UN-GGIM: Africa, will be endorsed at the
Committee of Experts meeting in 2015.

Above: UK delegation
L-R: James Norris, Paul
Cruddace, Clare Hadley,
Peter ter Haar, Pete
Brodie, Ian Coady.

UK's leading role The UK was an active
contributor to the Session, making interventions and
representations in seven of the twelve topics for
discussion. In the lead up to the Fifth UN-GGIM
Committee of Experts Session, the UK will continue
to lead on work relating to the Legal and Policy
Frameworks, as well as the new work stream on ‘the
application of geospatial information to land
administration and management’.
At the beginning of the Session, the Bureau to
lead UN-GGIM forward over the next 12 months was
also elected; the Bureau spans the world of
geographical thought, strategy and management.
The Co-Chairs are Dr Vanessa Lawrence CB from the
United Kingdom, Dr Li Pengde from China and Dr
Eduardo Sojo from Mexico. The Rapporteur will be
Mr Sultan Mohamed Alya from Ethiopia.
About the author
James Norris is a geographer by
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economic benefits since the data impacts on
countries’ economies as well as their environments.
At the same time, it is recognised that such
improved data can only come through enhanced
global cooperation. Currently there is a growing
recognition that no one country can maintain a
Global Geodetic Reference Frame (GGRF) on its own
and therefore UN-GGIM has been identifying the
most appropriate way for a mutually agreed effort
to be put in place working under the umbrella and
the mandate of the UN.
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safety

LFB’S WORK HAS CHANGED over the years and
today has a much stronger focus on fire prevention
and community fire safety to help reduce the number
of emergency calls that require attendance.
LFB recognised the importance of being able to
map its business data to support fire prevention and
to analyse past incidents and the brigade’s response
to them. LFB was keen to provide a uniform mapping
resource to support a wide range of business and
reporting systems as well as to maximise value for
money and move away from “big name” proprietary
mapping systems. An open source solution with
open standards provided the most attractive option.
Atkins is LFB’s provider for the FARYNOR Fire Safety
System and they were asked to integrate mapping
with FARYNOR using these products.
Colin Henderson, the geospatial capability lead at
Atkins plc said: “With a growing number of business
systems that depend upon access to up-to-date
geospatial data, it is crucial that LFB has a centrally
managed service that is able to deliver maps using
recognised standards. In addition, applications that
enable greater mobility of personnel are now a key
area of focus for all of the emergency services, so

uniform mapping experience within existing business
& reporting applications.
OneMap provides multiple map layers displayed
at different zoom levels. These include the full range
of licenced Ordnance Survey products, including OS
MasterMap, the Geographer’s A-Z digital map of
London and high resolution aerial photgraphy from
the GeoInformation Group. The vision for OneMap is
to provide a common mapping experience, using
these products across all business systems and
websites, including both traditional Windows’s
forms-based desktop applications and web
applications. The design of the solution is based on
three core principles:
• Centralised storage of spatial data in the
corporate database,
• Easy integration of mapping with existing and
new business systems and,
• Delivery of mapping services through open
geospatial consortium (OGC) standards.
To realise these principles the solution is built on
Microsoft SQLServer 2012 for data storage with
GeoServer providing the OGC-compliant web map

“

Putting fire safety on the map

The London Fire
Brigade is the busiest fire service in the UK and one of the largest in the world. With a vision
to maintain its position as a world class fire and rescue service, the LFB is constantly looking
for ways to make London a safer city for residents and visitors alike.
this was a key consideration. Working practices
dictated that both online and offline access to
mapping data was required and this was also
factored in to the solution we provided.”
Atkins worked with LFB to develop a mapping
service called OneMap, which is used to display a
Below: LFB OneMap Vision Architecture

Checking for water OneMap was first
implemented to help LFB improve the inspection and
maintenance of the approximately 110,000 fire
hydrants and emergency water sources throughout
the capital. This initial roll-out of geospatial mapping
tools formed part of a wider project to manage
hydrant inspections using Atkins’ FARYNOR fire
safety management system (www.farynor.co.uk),
originally commissioned by LFB and also used by
other fire and rescue services.
The historical procedure for checking hydrants
involved the station crews employing a ‘walk route
book’, and the hydrant technicians using printed

GiSProfessional
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service (WMS), web feature service (WFS), and web
coverage (WCS) services. Data management and
maintenance is performed by the GIS team using FME
Desktop software. GeoWebCache is implemented to
provide a cache of pre-rendered map tiles for the
base mapping layers and these are packaged and
delivered to mobile clients in a SQLite database for
offline map viewing in the field. Integration with new
and existing business systems can be accomplished
with any mapping components that support OGC
standards, with a preference for SharpMap on the
desktop and OpenLayers on the web.
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London fire
maps to help them locate these assets. Through
OneMap, both types of users now have appropriate
access to a mapping solution enabling them to
perform their inspections more effectively.
Phil Freestone, Head of Business Engagement at
LFB comments: “This mapping tool allows for greater
efficiency as our inspectors can now plan sequential
inspections of an area which minimises travel time.
As a result we are now able to undertake more
inspections with the same number of inspectors.”
“The mobility of the system also means the
inspectors can input data during the inspection
rather than relying on back office administration
staff to input when they get back to the office. This
eliminates the need for ‘double keying’ which in turn
leads to better data quality and accuracy.
Furthermore, those back office administrative staff
who used to be responsible for inputting the data
have now been redeployed to other important fire
safety tasks.”

About the author
Colin Heyes works with
clients across the
emergency services to
support their ICT
requirements. These
include GIS analysis and
mapping, software
engineering, automation
and control systems and
software assurance.
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Real-time images OneMap has also been
integrated into LFB’s Mob-IS software, again
developed by Atkins. Mob-IS provides a near realtime picture of current mobilisation activity and
generates a number of key performance indicators
against which LFB is measured. The software

generates reports from a database which is populated
by incident logs. Previously the outputs were reportcentric and did not have a visual element.
The addition of OneMap introduces a live
incident map, across the whole of London, which
allows LFB to visualise current activity at HQ and rerun previous time periods which, in turn, improves
planning for future mobilisations.
OneMap is also being integrated with LFB’s
Station Diary software. This system is used by
station-based staff to help manage their own
workload, i.e. what they need to do and where they
need to be to do it. The introduction of OneMap
provides a visualisation of current workload which
helps to reduce travel time and improve productivity.
Atkins plc is currently working with LFB to
expand the functions offered by GeoServer and
OneMap through tools including generic map
printing services.
Phil Freestone added: “Through the integration
of geospatial data into our core business
applications, London Fire Brigade has been able to
realise efficiencies, cost savings and better
deployment of its personnel. With a central delivery
platform in place, we are now looking at ways in
which integrated mapping can provide new insights
and make our personnel more efficient.”

safety
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Lewisham council
Right: Figure 1, the main screen where
users can modify the address textually
and create multiple addresses based on
the original address. They can also be
made historic from this screen and
cross references can be added from
legacy systems.

ALL LOCAL AUTHORITIES refer to databases to check
they are using accurate and correctly formatted
addresses. Many internal departments at Lewisham
Council (such as Customer Services, Environmental
Health, Revenues & Benefits and Electoral
Registration) had been referring to databases to
check address details, for example, when logging a
case or incident. “However, departments were using
their own individual databases,” says Gary Simms,
Property Systems Information Manager, “which
caused problems when we wanted to share data
between departments. Many addresses were

authority area. The LLPGs of over 350 local
authorities also feed into a central hub, the National
Land and Property Gazetteer (NLPG). This covers the
whole of England and Wales and is maintained by
GeoPlace, a company jointly owned by Ordnance
Survey and the Local Government Association.
Lewisham set about finding a partner for their
new venture. They considered the standard software
offered by some large companies, but discovered that
these offerings would not automatically enable the
integration of the database with legacy systems, and
that creating special links for this function would be

Lewisham tackles database challenge

Lewisham Council is making a valuable 25% saving in time and costs since implementing a
comprehensive and flexible web application to manage the borough’s address data.
incomplete, duplicated or expressed in different
formats across the various databases.” These issues
led to confusion and lack of clarity, which was
frustrating enough in-house, but which became
particularly problematic when liaising with external
agencies, such as the emergency services.

Load and update pressure Council staff were
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The Council is
now enjoying a
25% saving in
time and costs
spent dealing
with address
data.
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under considerable pressure to load and update address
data efficiently, but this proved extremely difficult and
time-consuming given the disparate databases with
which they were working. Effort was unintentionally
being duplicated as different departments attempted to
verify and update the same addresses.
The council recognised the necessity to improve
efficiencies in loading, maintaining and searching for
property information. They realised they would need
to harness the latest technology to reorganise and
streamline their address data. Then, a Central
Government initiative was launched to encourage all
local authorities to use a local land and property
gazetteer (LLPG) — a single, definitive database
containing accurate, up-to-date addresses and other
details of all properties and land within the local

extremely costly. “In the end,” says Gary, “we found
that Cadline, with whom we had previously worked,
provided the most appropriate database software for
our needs. Their solution is very flexible and the LLPG
web application complies fully with BS BS7666 ”

Saving time and cost The Council is now enjoying
a 25% saving in time and costs spent dealing with
address data. “We can work far more rapidly and
efficiently now that all departments are working with
the same comprehensive database on a web
application,” explains Gary. “We don’t need to
access the same address several times to check or
amend it or move it to another location. We have
extended the system with the inclusion of the Local
Street Gazetteer (LSG), in Highways. This application
links seamlessly with the LLPG module and the same
street data is used for both the LSG and LLPG
national hub updates. This, too, saves us an
enormous amount of time and effort.”
Staff have found the interface much clearer and
easier to navigate than their previous system. “It’s
logical and intuitive, which makes it easy for new
users to pick up very quickly,” explains Gary. “Useful
joining the geography jigsaw
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drop-down tabs indicate which functionality the user
is entering. The whole experience of working with
our new system is far easier and more enjoyable.”
Online help and video tutorials are on hand to
provide assistance if necessary.
The flexibility of the Cadline web application
means that the Council’s legacy systems feed
seamlessly into the LLPG in two formats. Firstly, there
is a real-time connection between the web
application and the legacy systems with their own
categories. Secondly, extracts can be selected for
export to other departments.

Duplication eliminated Duplication of addresses
has been eliminated: the system gives each address a
unique property reference number (UPRN) and flags
up addresses which appear to be duplicated. There
are built-in validation and audit checks, ensuring that
the export of data to the NLPG hub is fully checked
and cleaned of all anomalies.
The new tool links with the council’s website
www.lewisham.gov.uk to facilitate the ‘Report It’
function where residents can alert the council to a
range of issues such as graffiti and faulty street
lighting. In addition to this, residents also have
access to other online services such as Online
Registrations, and Contextual and Interactive
Mapping which involves the use of the LLPG address
and linking these through to the desired service. For
example, even if a landlord lives outside the
borough, they can link their address to the Lewisham
property that they own.
Gary is delighted with the additional
functionality of their new system. “We can now view
exact locations on a map in order to get a better idea
of exactly where it is and what is nearby,” he
explains. “We can even polygonise an address to

joining the geography jigsaw

Duplication of
addresses has
been
eliminated: the
system gives
each address a
unique property
reference
number. . .

Below: Figure 3, a useful mapping screen and tools to allow the user to
check the positional accuracy, move the location if required and
polygonise the address. The background maps can be toggled, enabling
the user to choose OS MasterMap or GeoInformation’s UKMap.
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Above: Figure 2, useful front end screen for
searching the address by postcode, road, UPRN,
full address, date and classification.

Security too Security has been enhanced too, as
the permission settings now require admin users to
log in. Administrators’ settings allow them to amend
data, while other council users are given access to
the same data but through a read-only application
called Rapid Address Finder. With the application
being totally web-enabled, access can now be made
available from anywhere in the world.
Gary reports that his organisation has a very
good relationship with the Cadline team, with whom
they have worked on various projects since 2005. He
is particularly impressed with their knowledge of the
issues surrounding the LLPG, plus the speed with
which they made requested changes to the software.
“Larger companies tend to take several months to
make tweaks on this type of software,” he
comments, “but Cadline are very fast to respond.
Together we have improved the original system and
we are very pleased with the outcome.”
“If any new government initiatives are launched
concerning address and geographical data,” says
Gary, “then Lewisham Council would consult with
Cadline to ensure we were in line with official
requirements or guidelines.”

“

“

store it as spatial data in order to carry out constraint
checking. For instance, our Planning Department can
see easily from this function whether or not
proposed developments will fall within conservation
areas and the like.” Both the LLPG Addresses and the
LSG Streets have an integrated web-mapping
interface which enables location view, edit and
creation of spatial data.

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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AGI column

Dr Anne Kemp is a
geographer who has
worked in the
infrastructure industry for
25 years. She is currently
serving as Chair for AGI
and is also Director at
Atkins and Vice Chair of
BIM4I, and of ICE's BIM
Action Group.

SO WITH THE SUMMER OVER, and looking to
autumn we enter into a busy phase in the AGI
calendar, which has always required forethought and
planning. This year is no exception. While we
continue the roll-out of the year’s Geo:Big 5 events,
culminating in Geocom in November, we are also
drawing up a shortlist of the themes for next year,
and consulting with members to ensure that these
feel not only relevant but challenging. Whilst it is a
little early to make any announcements, I am excited
that we are having discussions with other
membership bodies/institutions to discuss events
which widen the net, and will continue to draw a
broader range of people with which our industry
needs to connect.
While writing this article, in my own mind I am

working and improved generation and distribution of
energy and resource allow a dispersion of population
and an emphasis on quality of life and a more
resilient and peaceful integration with the
environment. . .

Reality check Back to reality, and today’s
challenges. This weekend, the AGI team and
Council will meet for what I always find a
fascinating couple of days – reflecting on what is
and is not working, what is required, and how we
then set our detailed activities for the next 2-3
years. We are now able to consolidate and build on
the more secure base that we have worked hard
over the last two years to stabilise – and I cannot
thank the team and all the volunteers who have

Busy times ahead

The autumn and early winter heralds an
intensive round of activities for the GI business as well as AGI members. Council Chair
Dr Anne Kemp briefs readers on the key events ahead.
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thinking about how to set the scene during the
opening address of the Big Data event next week
(30th September). And on who can and should
contribute to the AGI Foresight Report – what are
the key trends and issues which we need to cover
and to have discussed? Please do contact and
challenge me on the content – this should be a “go
to” report, that not only sets the scene, but also
disrupts and resets our thinking so that we adapt
appropriately to the changes that are sure to occur
over the next five years – and transform the world
within which we operate as AGI moves through its
second quarter century and celebrates 50 years in
what, 2039? Scary thought?
Yet the graduates who are entering our industry
now will be the leaders in that era. I wonder, I just
wonder, what AGI will look like then – how will we
have stayed current and relevant? Who will the
members be, what will be the outreach? How will we
be serving the citizen, commerce and industry? Will
Future Cities really have materialised, or will virtual

helped us to get to this position. This is not the time
to be complacent – and I can assure you that
council are anything but. What bothers me is that I
still hear feedback that members don’t really know
what Council are doing. We want to put this right,
and our newest member to the team I think will
help us in doing this.
Let me welcome Diane Sandeman, our new
Marketing Manager, joining us from Ordnance
Survey, who already demonstrates how she is
complementing the rest of the team, and in
particular supporting David Reay as our Membership
Manager and Team Lead in advising Council on how
to improve our communications and member
experience. We will strive to continue improvements
in this area and ask that you engage with us and ask
questions. We do want to hear from you, and hope
very much that our regular reporting, via
publications, newsletters, website, and social media
demonstrate our desire to be open and transparent
in what AGI are about.

joining the geography jigsaw
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Pause for more thought Some of you will have
spotted that we are postponing launch of the new
website to coincide with the build up to Geocom –
some of the integration with our CRM and existing
finance systems needed some further thinking
during August. Council wanted to ensure that we
didn’t run ahead and cause undue problems for the
AGI team, and risk disruption to you as members. I
continue to have huge admiration for the work put
in by the project team: this has been an amazing
collaborative effort, where people have not baulked
from giving council clear reporting of issues, which
has allowed us to understand and provide the
support and guidance to bring this to a successful
close. We are looking forward to seeing the fruits of
this work during the Geocom 25th anniversary
celebrations.
We have a number of people who are
approaching the end of their time on council – and
we are therefore looking for volunteers to come
forward for election. I hope that you can see, and
hear, from council members, that volunteering for
such a position is both challenging and enjoyable –
there is much to learn, and this very often helps
people in their career development. In particular at
this time we are looking for individuals who have a
financial leaning – but please don’t let that stop

you if your strengths lie in other quarters.
Enthusiasm and a willingness to give of your time,
and enjoy the team interaction are all important
characteristics, which I think you should see in our
existing Council members – I can guarantee you
will be welcomed with open arms with these
qualities!
If you haven’t already, please do look at the
upcoming events – Big Data on 30th September
(http://www.geobig5.com/events/big-data/), Policy
on 9th October (http://www.geobig5.com/events/
policy/), and of course the climax to the Big 5 series
– Geocom, taking place near Warwick on 11th-13th
November
(http://www.geobig5.com/events/
geocom-big-5). On the final evening, we will be
holding the AGI Awards Dinner – do please
consider entering. You may just be surprised at your
chances of coming away a winner. My own insight
into this in having sat on four judging panels this
year, is that people can be remarkably modest
about their own achievements – and it could well
be the ones who are too shy, or lack confidence –
are the very ones we should be revealing and
celebrating. So give it some thought, and have a
go.
Stay in touch – and I look forward to seeing you
at the upcoming events!

AGI exists to “maximise the
use of geographic
information (GI) for the
benefit of the citizen, good
governance and commerce”.
Membership details are
available from
info@agi.org.uk or by
calling: +44 (0)207 591 3190
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products
There is more news of products and services on our website at www.pvpubs.com
To get your company featured on this page call Sharon Robson on +44 (0)1438 352617

Leica Launch ALS80 Solution

Online tool maps
government property
The cabinet office minister
Francis Maude has launched the
Government Property Finder to
help increase transparency, save
money and support regeneration
and growth. This web based tool
maps all central government
land
and
property
from
ambulance stations to vacant
airfields. Under the Right to
Contest announced earlier this
year, anyone can challenge
whether the land or property is
being used effectively.
www.gov.uk/find-governmentproperty

Leica Geosystems has launched the ALS80 next generation
airborne LiDAR solution. This incorporates advanced laser
technology, new high-speed point cloud generation and
viewing software with faster acquisition and processing time
using pulse rates of up to 1.0 MHz. The CloudPro software
and AHAB LSS Viewer give users a processing workflow that
keeps up with the increased hardware productivity.”
The company has also introduced the HDS Cyclone 9.0
point cloud solution (see above) for processing laser scanned
data with major, patent-pending innovations for greater
project efficiency. www.leica-geosystems.com/als80
www.leica-geosystems.com/cyclone

GiSProfessional

Scotland wins Gold; London
gets Silver
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Edinburgh based XYZ Maps’ 'Scottish World Political iMap' has won
the gold award for Best Digital Data Product at the International Map
Industry Association Awards 2014, whilst their 'London City Centre
Wall Map' has picked up the silver award for Best Sheet Map. MSP
Colin Beattie remarked, “It is fitting that this map comes when the
world's eyes are on Scotland, both culturally and politically, the year in
which we take the important decision on whether we should join the
international community as equals.”

www.gisprofessional.co.uk

Ordnance Survey in
government initiatives
Nick Clegg, deputy prime
minister has announced that
Ordnance Survey would compile
and release data to enable
development of a new map for
every publicly accessible green
space in England and Wales and
will also enable anyone on-line
to find the location of their
nearest park instantly. The
Cabinet
Office
launched
Resilience Direct earlier this year
providing a secure platform for
multi-agency partnerships to
share information for emergency
planning and response. Now a
new interactive mapping service
has been rolled out to enable
responders to build bespoke
incident maps for a shared
information picture. For example,
cordons can be added and
highlighted, utilities and pipelines shown and points of
interest overlaid. The service is
designed to enable strategic and
tactical commanders to visualise
their area of interest in a
flexible, dynamic way.
resiliencedirect@cabinetoffice.x.gsi.gov.uk

BRIEFS
BlackBridge, operators of the
RapidEye satellite imagery

service have announced a
strategic partnership with
MDA Information Systems, to
introduce
the
RapidEye
Persistent Change Monitoring
(RapidEye PCM™) solution.
This applies MDA’s patented
change detection technology
using scale- and sensorindependent algorithms to
compare stacks of images
over time and quickly identify
areas with lasting changes
such as new construction or
permanent
infrastructure
changes. This can saves up to
90% of the effort and cost
required
for
equivalent
manual scanning.
Landmark Information Group
has
introduced
Ordnance
Survey’s Terrain® 5 and
Terrain® 50 height datasets in
the Promap ‘digital mapping
and data tool’. This provides
national coverage and enables
users to access detailed
modelling of landscape and infrastructure. The datasets are ideal
for line-of-sight planning, rightto-light analysis, landscape visualisation, fly-through sequences,
planning applications, wind/solar
farm location planning, environmental analysis and flood/weather
modelling with risk assessment.
Landmark’s Promap service
has also introduced the ‘OS
Detail 3D Data Bundle’ providing immediate 3D view of land
and building topography in .pdf
or .dwg formats also suitable for
3D printing.
www.landmark.co.uk
www.promap.co.uk
Trimble has a new Data
Marketplace service for the
Trimble InSphere geospatial
information platform that
enables faster searching,
locating and accessing spatial
data and the TerraFlex
application enables tighter
integration
with
Esri’s
ArcMap plugin to bring data

joining the geography jigsaw
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directly into an ArcMap project.
www.trimble.com/geospatial/
insphere-cloud-software.
Topcon Positioning Group has
integrated the Android platform to the eGIS field software
system for quick and easy
collection and maintenance of
mapping data with GNSS,
including real time kinetic data.
This will enable use of Androidbased devices to capture data
for mapping projects – e.g.
electric and gas utilities,
disaster management, wastewater
operations, forestry and highway maintenance.
www.topconpositioning.com
Shepperton based Arithmetica
will release Pointfuse for
automated
point
cloud
processing as standalone
software at Intergeo 2014.

Previously a service this
software offers fast, precise,
and flexible conversion of
laser scanner point clouds
into vector models. Pointfuse
is fully mobile compatible,
and can process data from
mobile scanners as easily and
quickly as from terrestrial or
airborne systems – results
can be used on standard
handheld mobile devices. It
automatically extracts features
such as power-lines, bridges,
gantries and crash barriers.
www.arithmetica.com
Topcon has announced MAGNET
Relay for GIS for its suite of cloudbased software. The component is
a mobile base station RTK broadcasting service designed to allow
subscribers to connect a GNSS base
receiver via a cellular connection for
high-accuracy RTK corrections.

RAA UAVs help flooding threat

Richard Allitt Associates (RAA), have been licensed by the Civil
Aviation Authority to use Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) on a
commercial basis to help combat the threat of flooding. RAA has
already worked with the Environment Agency and a number of water
companies and now has three qualified ‘pilots’ and a number of
UAVs. Associate director, Martin Allitt said: "This service will help us
collect images with a greater perspective and depth of imagery with
fantastic levels of accuracy. UAVs will enable surveys of areas
unreachable on foot, such as marshland, rivers and industrial sites.
www.remoteaerialsurveys.co.uk

BIM Solutions
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| seminars | conferences | exhibitions | courses | events | workshops | symposiums |
We welcome advance details of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and other events which are likely to be of interest to the GIS
community. Please mention the name of the event, venue, date and point of contact for further information and send to Jason Poole
GISPro, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Herts SG1 4AT or e-mail: jason@pvpubs.demon.co.uk.
OCTOBER
20th Intergeo 2014
7-9 October 2014, Berlin, Germany
More Information: www.intergeo.de/intergeo-en/index.php

CEN TC287 Technical Workshop on Standards - T.U. Delft
15th October 2014
More Information: www.centc287.eu

AGI - Geo: The Big 5 - Policy
9 October 2014, SWALEC Stadium, Cardiff
More Information: www.agi.org.uk/the-big-5

GEO Utilities Europe. 21-22nd October, London, UK
More Information: www.geospatialutilities.com

European GI conference imaGIne
8-9th October, Berlin, Germany (Concurrent with Intergeo, 7-9 October)
More Information: www.imagine2014.eu / www.intergeo.de/intergeo-en/
AGI Northern Ireland Showcase
10th October, Riddel Hall, 185 Stranmillis Rd, Belfast, BT9 5EE, UK
More information: www.agi.org.uk/events

GiSProfessional

Training Days: Total Stations, 13 & 14th October, Stevenage, UK
Training Days: GIS Data Collection, 15th October, Stevenage, UK
More Information: www.pvpubs.com/Training
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OCTOBER

Trimble Dimensions International User Conference
3-5th November, Las Vegas, USA
More Information: www.trimbledimensions.com
The Commercial UAV Show
21-22nd October, Olympia, London, UK
More Information: www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/commercial-uav/index.stm
NOVEMBER
GEO Comm: The changing face of geo. 11-13th November, Warwick, UK
More information: www.agi.org.uk
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Classified
Drop It, Drench It,
Pound It!

DISTANCE LEARNING GIS PROGRAMMES

MSc/PgDip/PgCert
courses in GIS by
distance learning

MapInfo Software and Training
MAPublisher & Geographic Imager + Training
Postcode PAF data and Xtreme Accuracy postcode boundaries
sales@xyzmaps.com
0131 454 0426

Jointly delivered by Manchester
Metropolitan University and the
University of Salford

New Masters in
• GIS
• Applied GIS
• GI Technologies
Designed to meet the needs of
GIS professionals and those new
to the industry.

The ALGIZ 10X Rugged Tablet PC

See our website for further details:
www.unigis.org
+44 (0)161 247 1581
unigis@mmu.ac.uk

info@handhelduk.com
+44 (0) 1926 333 266

Educating tomorrow’s GIS professionals
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the next issue call
Sharon Robson on
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by 24 July
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Call 01438 352617 now and
discover how we can help you
realise your marketing plan.
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Mobile mapping vehicle operator &
data processor
KOREC’s growth is built on forging relationships with market leaders and
niche system providers, along with in-house software development.
Job description
KOREC’s geospatial imaging division is seeking to recruit a mobile
mapping vehicle operator & data processor to be based at Huntingdon.
The purpose of the role is to primarily assist with the data capture and
post-processing of highly accurate, geo-referenced spatial data from a
moving vehicle and transform it into information-rich 3D infrastructure
models and asset information. Post-processing involves point cloud
registration, GNSS post-processing, data quality control routines and 3D
vector data export.
Key duties
• Acquire and process geo-referenced spatial data using Trimble land
mobile systems
• Assist with project planning for optimising data capture efficiency
• Assist with all stages of mobile mapping projects from preplanning to
final data deliveries
Location
The role is based at the geospatial imaging division in Huntingdon.
However, due to the nature of the work, frequent travel throughout the UK
can be expected with occasional overnight stays.
Desired skills and experience
• Strong computer skills
• Good knowledge of Microsoft Access and Excel
• Very high accuracy and attention to details
• Excellent organisational skills
Applications
Please email cv to hr@korecgroup.com to apply.
For full job requirements, see www.korecgroup.com/jobs/mobile-mappingvehicle-operator-data-processor/

www.korecgroup.com

www.gisprofessional.co.uk
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A brand new geospatial event for
everyone involved in the gathering,
storing, processing and delivering
of geospatial information.
Incorporating:
· A world class exhibition attracting the leading service
providers and suppliers of geospatial technology
· An innovative conference presenting the latest industry
advances for all those working with spatial data

Call for Papers

DEADLINE

· A workshop and demonstration programme offering
buyers a hands-on experience and providing in-depth
knowledge of the latest products and services
· Welcome drinks and gala dinner offering a chance to
network and socialise with colleagues old and new

17th December 2014
Submit abstracts online

For more information on the event visit

www.GeoBusinessShow.com
Organised by:

In collaboration with:

GEO Business

@geobusinessshow
# geobiz

EMPOWERING GEOSPATIAL INDUSTRIES

